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I. INTRODUCTION:
Occasionally in the development of quantum theory and quantum field theory, something fundamental and simple
is overlooked. This is the case with the introduction of the ordered Poisson bracket and its consequences. It is
shown in this paper that the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and the commutation relation between position
and momentum, the quantum bracket [, j5] = ih [1], is in fact a consequence of the principle of invariance under
a one parameter canonical transformation of the c-number symmetric bracket. Furthermore, the relation between
expectation values and classical dynamics, and the probability interpretation of quantum theory are a consequence
of this procedure. In addition, a c-number dynamical equation is derived, which provides the fundamental condition
for the boson and fermion operator commutation relations.
Although the idea of the symmetric analog of the Poisson bracket has appeared in the theory of differential geometry
and algebraic ideals [2], and in classical constraint dynamics [3], its clear relevance to fundamental physics has not until
now been demonstrated. The idea of the ordered Poisson bracket and related symmetric and antisymmetric brackets
has been introduced in [4] to provide a c-number analog of the usual boson commutator and fermion anticommutator
for quantum fields. From the basic concept of the ordered bracket, the antisymmetric and symmetric brackets are
defined. The principle of invariance of the antisymmetric bracket under a one parameter canonical transformation
leads to Hamilton’s dynamical equations. and the generator of this transformation is the Hamiltonian. What is new
and surprising is that the analogous property for the symmetric bracket leads to Schrödinger’s equation, and the
generator of the one parameter canonical transformation in this case is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
operator. Furthermore; these c-number brackets provide a natural derivation of the boson and fermion commutation
relations, when operator infinitesimal time development equations are sought which have the c-number equations as
a displacement state expectation value.
In this paper dimensionless phase space coordinates are used such that qj — qj/q0, p —+ p/p0, and q0p = h. For
a given mass Al0, the natural units of length, time, and energy are respectively, X = 2irh/M0c, T0 = 2irh/Mc,and
E0 = M0c2 = Ttw0. If M0 is chosen to be the Planck mass, Mp = /TZc/GN, then these units can be expressed in
terms of natural physical constants(Planck’s reduced constant h, the speed of light c, and the Newtonian gravitational
constant GN).
II. COMPLEX PHASE SPACE AND C-NUMBER BRACKETS
Ordinary classical dynamics is usually discussed in terms of real-valued phase space vector variables of the form
( ji). However, its relation to quantum theory and to fermion systems is much more transparent if one changes these
* Contributed paper to the XIX International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions at High Energies, Stanford
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real phase space vector variables to the complex-valued dimensionless phase space vector variables ä E (+i73/)//
and their complex conjugates a
= (— ij5)/./. In terms of components of both of these types of phase space vector
variables, the usual Poisson bracket of ordinary classical dynamics is
{f —
‘\8qk ‘9Pk ‘qk 8Pk
.v-(8f 8g 0g ôf (2.1)
From the second Poisson bracket representation given above, we abstract the semi-bracket, which we call the ordered
Poisson bracket,
8f8g f 8g{fog}= -__ = .
.
(2.2)
We note that while {f o g} is linear in each of its two argument functions f and g, it is neither antisymmetric
nor symmetric under their interchange. However, it does satisfy the identity {f o g} = {g* f* }*, which is in
algebraic correspondence with the Hermitian conjugation formula for the product of two Hubert-space operators, i.e.,
f = (tft)t. From Eq. (2.2) we define the c-number symmetric and antisymmetric brackets
{f, g}± {f o g} ± {g o f}, (2.3)
where we note {f, g} = —i{f, g}..... We readily calculate the c-number symmetric and antisymmetric brackets for the
components of ã and a
{a1,aj}±=O={a,a}±, (2.4)
Infinitesimal canonical transformations, which leave the brackets invariant, are now introduced. The canonical
transformations of ordinary classical dynamics are mappings of the complex phase space vectors —* Ã(ä, d*) and
* A(a, d*), which preserve the antisymmetric c-number Poisson bracket relations among the complex phase
space vector components. Also we consider the canonical transformations of complex vector phase space mappings
which preserve the c-number symmetric bracket relations among the complex phase space vector components. It
is important to note that the complex phase space vectors are related to ordinary classical mechanics phase space
coordinates in the case of the antisymmetric bracket; however, in the symmetric bracket case they correspond to the
expansion coefficients of either quantum wave functions or the c-number limit of quantum fields.
Specializing now to infinitesimal phase space transformations à —+ Ä= ä + 6d(a, d), we readily calculate the
c-number antisymmetric and symmetric brackets for the components of A and A* to first order in 61 and 6d,
a(a) 8(6a) — (a) 8(a){A, A} =
*
±
a *
{A, A}±
— a
± (2.5)
a a a3 a2
I A A*1 ç ( a) a3 — A+ *4Ja3
If we now impose the requirement that this infinitesimal phase space vector transformation preserves the c-number
antisymmetric or symmetric bracket relations among the complex phase space vectors, we obtain the three equations,
___
___
— 8(ñaj) 8(6a) — 8(6afl 8(6a)
+
8(Ja)
— o (2 7)
8a — aci; ‘ 8a — a ‘ 8a ôa —
The last of these equations is independent of the value of the symbol, and it is satisfied in particular for one
parameter infinitesimal c5ã which are of the form
= —i(A), 5a = i(5A), (2.8)
where 6A is a real-valued infinitesimal parameter and G(d, d, .X) is a real-valued generating function. We thus can
readily verify that the last equation in Eq. (2.7) is satisfied. From the two immediately preceding equations Eq. (2.8),
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we obtain the form of the equation which governs any continuous one-parameter trajectory of sequential infinitesimal
canonical transformations in the complex vector phase space:
.dat 8G .dat 8G
= or — --,- = b—. (2.9)
In the most general circumstance, G may have an explicit dependence on A. These equations may be rewritten as the
pair of real equations:
dq18G dp18G 210
dA 8p’ dA —
which are generalized Hamilton’s equations.
For the case of ordinary classical dynamics, antisymmetric bracket case (for which a: = + in Eq. (2.7)), the first
two of the group of three equations which were given above are satisfied identically for the one-parameter infinitesimal
of the generating function form which has just been given in Eq. (2.8). However, for the symmetric bracket case
(for which a: = — in Eq. (2.7)), the first two of that group of three equations impose the following constraint on those
real-valued generating functions G(d, ä A) of continuous one-parameter canonical transformation trajectories:
82G — — 820 211
8a — 0 — 8a8a’ ( . )
IlL FERMION C-NUMBER DYNAMICS
For the symmetric bracket case, which we call fermion c-number dynamics, the generating functions of the continuous
one-parameter trajectories of sequential infinitesimal canonical transformations are constrained to be constant or linear
in each of a’ and ii”, as well as real-valued. The most general form for the generating function is therefore
= G0(A) + Ck(A)a +.(A)ak) + Gim(A)aTam, (3.1)
where G0 (A) is real and Gim (A) is a Hermitian matrix. Upon putting this constrained form for G into the complex
phase space form of the generalized Hamilton’s equations Eq. (2.9), we arrive at
=(A) +G11(A)a, (3.2)
which is a (possibly) inhomogeneous linear equation of matrix Schrödinger form. If ,(A) = 0, the preceding equation
is a general homogeneous type of Schrddinger equation, whereas if 1(A) cc (A — A’), it is a general propagator type
of Schrödinger equation. It is clear that the c-number dynamics of the symmetric bracket case must be linear and
describable by a Schrödinger type equation.
The generating functions of the continuous one-parameter canonical transformation trajectories are usually consid
ered to be observables of classical theory when they have no explicit dependence on the parameter. Thus we restrict
G(a’, aK, A) to have no explicit A-dependence. In the present case it is always possible to suppress the inhomogeneous
part if the Hermitian matrix Gim is not singular. This is done by making the canonical transformation
a1 —* A1 = a1 + (G1).
.j. (3.3)
It is easily verified that these transformed A1 also satisfy the c-number symmetric bracket relations, In terms of these
A1 ‘s, the generalized Hamilton’s equations become
i-=G1A, (3.4)
which are of the homogeneous Schrödinger matrix equation form, while G itself becomes
G(A, A*) = G0 - > (G’)1 m + GimAAm, (3.5)
1 m I Tn
which has no inhomogeneous term.
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IV. DERIVATION OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT SCHRODINGER EQUATION
The result found in Eq. (3.4) following from the invariance of the symmetric bracket can now be used to derive
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Choosing the parameter ) to be a time parameter t and assuming that
the canonical transformation Eq. (3.3) has been made, the dynamical equation Eq. (3.4) for a time-independent
becomes
ia(t) = {g(*), aj(t)} = Gaj(t). (4.1)
Keeping the last term only in Eq. (3.5) and changing A —* ä and G(A, A*) g( X) the real valued generating
function becomes
g(d,d) = (4.2)
The Hermitian matrix element is associated with an Hermitian operator G such that
= (iJGj),
where i) form a orthonormal complete set of states with identity operator I = l )(I. A general state expanded in
this basis is
= a (t) Ii), (4.3)
with ai(t)
= (iI(t)). From Eq. (4.1), follows the relation
à(t)i)= iI(t)) = i)Gija (t)
= fi)(iGj)aj (t)
= > Ii)(iIGIi)(iRb(t)) = IGIi’(t))
=
(4.4)
which is the time-dependent Schrbdinger equation when G is identified with the Hamiltonian operator H(,j).
We see here the difference in the interpretation of the quantities ai(t) in the case of the antisymmetric and symmetric
brackets. In the former these are just the complex coordinates associated with position qj and momentum pj; whereas,
in the latter, they represent the expansion coefficients of a general quantum state in terms of an orthonormal basis.
Both brackets lead to the completeness relation
(qI{I(t)), ((t)I}±q’) = 5(q — q’). (4.5)
This is seen from -
(qI{’(t)), (‘(t)l}±Iq’)
= (qI{a,a}±Ii)(jq’)
= (qI6Ii)(jIq’) = (qIIIq”) = (q — q’).
(4.6)
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V. DERIVATION OF [] = ih
The principle of symmetric bracket invariance leads to quantum mechanics because it leads to the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation and to a derivation of the Dirac bracket relation = i. Firstly, one considers the results of
the invariance of the antisymmetric bracket under a one parameter canonical transformation. The time development
of a real function f(d, ã’, t) is given by
1= -i{f,H} + , (5.1)
and the dynamical equations for the coordinates are
a= —i{a,H}_ = —---
*
.aH
a= —i{a ,H}_ =
(5.2)
These are equivalent to Hamilton’s equations of classical mechanics.
The invariance of the symmetric bracket under a one parameter canonical transformation gives dynamical equations
for the coordinates(wave function expansion coefficients in this case). It is convenient to write Eq. (4.1) and its complex
conjugate as
.aa• -.
z—= G a
_i_=ä* G
(5.3)
These are Schrödinger’s equations for a and a (i can also be a continuous index). The time development of a
real function f(, a, ) = . F . ä, which depends on the generator for the one parameter canonical transformation
g(d *) =
. G ã, is given by
F
.
. F. + . .
Jj*
(5.4)
which follows from Eq. (5.3). Here F and O are Hermitian matrices(operators). For the discrete index case
f(, d, t) = b(t) Ii)(iIF(t) j)(jI(i)) = ((t) F(t) b(t)), (5.5)
and
=
(5.6)
for the continuous index p. The form of g(ä, *) shows that classical results are to be associated with expectation
values. When G is identified with the Hamiltonian operator H and Ii) is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with
eigenvalues E, the bilinear form of g(d, a*) leads to the statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics. This is seen
from
H = . H. = EjIajI2 = ((t)II(t)) (5.7)
with
5
(i/b) = a,1 =
The classical dynamics case(antisymmetric bracket result Eq. (5.1) for the Hamiltonian
H(a, a) = + V(q) (5.8)
gives the result for f(a, a*) = q that ç = p/rn. For the c-number symmetric bracket result Eq. (5.4) to give a result
for f that corresponds to classical mechanics, one identifies G with the Hamiltonian operator H(j5, ), and observes
that = /m when [, 3] = i. This is found from the expectation value
I = ((t) f(t) Rb(t)) = (jUt(t)f(t)U(t) ), (5.9)
with i) = I’(0)), U(t) = erp(—iiH) and the relation
= ((t)ji[, I] + J(t)j(t)), (5.10)
which corresponds to Eq. (5.4) when Eq. (4.3) is used. Choosing f(t) = and using the Hamiltonian operator found
from Eq. (5.8), one finds
= ((i)Ji[—, ]kb(t)) = (5.11)
when [i] = i, which of course is equivalent to [a. t] = 1. The appropriate correspondence between force and the
potential function follows from Eq. (5.10) when f(t) = p. This gives the result
= -((t)I8(t)), (5.12)
since the quantum bracket relation between j and implies
, V(q)] = .av(q) (5.13)
This is of course the well known result of Ehrenfest [5], and the appropriate states to use in the evaluation of these
expressions when associating them with corresponding classical equations is the minimum uncertainty displacement
states discussed in a Sec. VI. These results clearly shows that quantum mechanics is a consequence of the principle
of symmetric bracket invariance, and this is clearly an advance in the understanding of the origin and properties of
quantum theory.
The above proof depends upon the association of the quantum operators with observed quantities through the
prediction of distributions for the spectrum of the operators and expectation values. Naturally, the generating
function g(*, ) given in Eq. (4.2) leading to the invariance of the symmetric bracket, is of this form. Since G can be
identified with the Hamiltonian H(, j), this requires the existence of the expectation values for the operators j3 and
q. A related derivation of the result [, j3] = i, which depends upon the association of distributions and expectation
values of the selfadjoint operators and j with the classically observed values, is found in [6], and a similar approach
is found in [7]. The argument of Dirac [1] leading to [, i] = i is incorrect because it depends upon the non-classical
concept of non-commuting quantities in the definition of the classical Poisson bracket.
It is easily seen that the argument above for the non-relativistic Hamiltonian leading to the quantum bracket
result applies to the relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian associated with a fermion. Furthermore, the importance of the
natural relation between the expectation value of an operator and its observed classical values, which emerges from
the principle of invariance of the symmetric bracket, also resolves the dilemma of Dirac where he finds the eigenvalues
of j to be ±c, [8]. The correct result for a free relativistic Dirac particle of mass m, momentum p, and energy E is
(5.14)
where, using h = c = 1 and the conventions of [9],
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p= rn
E= m
= i/’i _62
(5.15)
This follows from the time derivative of the expectation value
=
= -iKb(t)I[i]I(t))
= (p)7u(p)/2E =
(5.16)
where for a free Dirac particle
. +70m,
(xl(t))= ‘(x,t) = u(p)ei
px= p°t —
n(p)= ut(p)7O
(p)u(p)= 2m.
(5.17)
This removes the need for the notion of zitterbewegung, which is associated with the Heisenberg operator but not
with the observed mean value of the operator through the expectation value.
VI. QUANTUM FIELD OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH a AND a
For each index i, one can associate an operator with the complex numbers a through the matrix element
= (ajdja). (6.1)
As shown in the next section, the operator relations which are consistent with the infinitesimal time development
equations for both bracket relations Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (5.2) involving the complex numbers a are
{a, a} = = [â, (6.2)
Introducing the notation a = a, we can discuss both the case of boson operators and fermion operators without loss
of generality. In both cases, the states to use in Eq. (6.1) are defined as displacement states
a) = b(a)IO), (6.3)
In the boson case, the displacement operator is
D(a) = (6.4)
such that
(q) (p)= 1/h, (q)(p) = 1/2
(A)= (aIAIa) - (alA a)
a= (aldla), a* = (aIdtIa),
(6.5)
The interpretation of a in this case is clear. The state Iai) is the minimum uncertainty state, and the a ‘s are
the complex numbers that appear in the antisymmetric bracket Eq. (2.4) and Hamilton’s equations. i.e. classical
coordinates.
The fermion case can be treated in a similar manner; however, there are some modifications in interpretation. The
displacement operator in this case is
b()= et_â, = IIe’
a)= D(e)e12l0 = cose2l0) + e+2 sin(II)l1).
(6.6)
This give the following:
sin2lla= (alala)
= 2
C
sin2
_ia=(alala)= 2 e
(alàtdla)= sin2 (alaätla) = cos2
(aldàt + dtála) = 1,
(6.7)
when
àlO)= at1l) = 0
dIl)= 1°) ãtlO) = Ii).
An analogous calculation for u(q) and o(p) for the fermion case gives
(q)= (1- sin2(2II) cos2())h/2//
(p)= (1- sin2(2Il)sin())112/v’
o(q)o(p) > 0.
(6.8)
The last inequality in Eq. (6.8) does not violate the minimum uncertainty inequality, o(q)o(p) > 1/2, since [, j3j #
and and k are not conjugate coordinates.
VII. INFINITESIMAL C-NUMBER TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR RELATION TO BOSON AND
FERMION OPERATORS
The infinitesimal transformations induced by the c-number symmetric and antisymmetric brackets have analogous
relations involving operators, and these lead naturally to the boson and fermion operator relations Eq. (6.2). For the
antisymmetric bracket, the transformation associated with a time dt is
a(dt) =aj(0)+idt{H(ä,*),aj(0)}_, (7.1)
and the appropriate operator equation to associate with this c-number equation is
a(dt) = a(O) +idt[E(a,at),a(0)]. (7.2)
With d = d (0), the commutation relation for á and in this case follows from the relation {, j3] = i, which is a
consequence of Eq. (5.11), and is the boson commutator
[a,aj = Sj. (7.3)
The associated classical Hamiltonian is found from the normal ordered matrix element
(7.4)
with d) = lao)Iai) . . . a), where Iai) are the minimum uncertainty states defined in Eq. (6.4). Here normal ordering
is defined as moving the operators â to the left according to the boson commutation operation. In this way, the
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c-number equation Eq. (7.1) is a consequence of the expectation value of Eq. (7.2), using the displacement states a’)
found from Eq. (6.4).
The infinitesimal c-number transformation associated with the symmetric bracket implies both the boson commu
tation and fermion anticommutation relations. For the c-number symmetric bracket, the infinitesimal transformation
is
a(dt) = a(O) idt{g(d, a”), a(O)}, (7.5)
and the appropriate operator equation to associate with this is
a(dt) = a(O) +idt[(d,dt),ai(O)], (7.6)
with
§_at.G.d (7.7)
and a, = a(O). It is now shown that Eq. (7.6) yields the c-number equation Eq. (7.5) when the operators satisfy
either the boson commutator or fermion anticommutator relation Eq. (6.2). This follows from using
[, d] — ([a, cz]ak + ci[a, ak])Gjk
j k
= —(5idk)Gk, boson case
j k
= — ((1
— 2â,d)dk + 2d,ddk)Gjk, fermion case
j Ic
E
—Gkdk,
(7.8)
and one finds
a(dt)= (ñ — idtG)a
(a’ja(dt)ja’)= (a’I(5 — idtG)aja)
a(dt)= — idiG)a,
(7.9)
which agrees with Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (7.5). Here the state Ia’) is defined as the direct product of displacement states,
a’) = Iao)Iai) .. . a,), found from either Eq. (6.4) for the boson case or Eq. (6.6) for the fermion case.
VIII. QUANTUM FIELDS
It is seen from the above that the infinitesimal transformations obtained in both the antisymmetric and symmetric
bracket case have corresponding operator equations, if the operators à and aj satisfy the boson commutation relations
in the former case and the fermion anticommutation relations in the latter. Thus the expansion of quantum fields in
these operators is a natural consequence of the relations found for the associated c-numbers, In both cases the usual
quantum field expansion [9] is
t) = + (t))), (8.1)
where b(t) = dj(pjo < 0), with four-momentum time component p0, is an antiparticle creation operator. The
associated c-number fields are found by forming the matrix element with the displacement state Ia’) appropriate to
either the boson or the fermion case.
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The Dirac equation, which is of Schrödinger type, can of course describe a c-number fermion system, but the Klein-
Gordon and Maxwell equations, although they are linear, are not of Schrödinger type. For example, in one spatial
dimension a discretized version of the Klein-Gordon equation is
— (1/(2x))2q— 2qj + q_) + m2qj = 0. (8.2)
This can be replaced by the first-order equation pair
= p, jj = (1/(2x))2q+2 — 2q + q—) — rn2qj, (8.3)
which is a version of Hamilton’s equations for the particular Hamiltonian (time evolution generating function and
observable)
= (p + (1/(2x))2qk1 q)2 + m2q). (8.4)
The constraint equations Eq. (2.11) on fermion system c-number generating functions G, which were previously
written in terms of the complex (d, a”) vector phase space variables, translate in terms of the real (,p) vector phase
space variables into the pair of real-valued constraint equations:
ô2G — 82G 82G — 82G
8qj — aPaP ‘ aqap — — aqapi
(8.5)
For the discretized Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian given above, we have that
82H 2 32H
= —(1/(2zx)) 0 and = 0, (8.6)
uqiuqi2 UPiVPi+2
which is not in accord with the first of the preceding pair of c-number fermion system generating function constraint
equations. Thus the Klein-Gordon equation is not of Schrödinger type and cannot describe a c-number fermion
system.
We have seen that c-number fermion dynamics is necessarily described by a Schrödinger type equation, i.e., is
necessarily already first quantized, and it has no classical version Therefore, its quantization with anticommutators
is inevitably second quantization. On the other hand, the boson commutation relations are consistent with the
results of the antisymmetric c-number bracket equations, and the first and second quantized theories involving bosons
commutation relations can be directly related to the classical theories through the displacement states Eq. (6.4).
IX. TIME DEVELOPMENT OF a AND a,
From the infinitesimal transformations which preserve the brackets, it is possible to obtain the global representations
of the operators which produce the time development of the coordinates a. For the c-number antisymmetric bracket
case, the time development operator obtained from Eq. (7.1) is
a (t)= U(t)a = et (H)a
5_(H)a= {H,a}_
e(H)a= {H, {H, a}}_, etc.
a(0)=a.
(9.1)
As an example, if H = a*a, then one finds a(t) = eta, Under time development, one can show that the antisymmetric
bracket is invariant,
{a(t),a(t)}_ = {a,a} = ljj.
The proof is as follows:
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{a(t), a(t)}_
00 00
=
m!
ri=O m=O
00
= (p -m)!m!pO m=O
t”ñ’ H= {a,a}. =eit(H){aj,a}_
(9.2)
In the above, p = n + m, and use has been made of
= (P)m(H)airn(H)a}
m=O
which follows from the Jacobi identity
= {ñ(H)a,a} +{ai,ñ(H)afl.
The time development generated by the c-number symmetric bracket can be studied in a similar manner. Here the
time development operator obtained from Eq. (7.5) for the c-number phase space coordinates is
a(t)= V(t)a =
(g)aj={g,aj}
ñ(g)a= {g, {g, a}+}+, etc.
(9.3)
and g = . G . ä. Since
{g,aj} =
one finds
a(t)
=
— itG + + . . .)a. (9.4)
Defining the operator O, which must be Hermitian since g is real, as done after Eq. (4.2), we see that Eq. (9.4)
becomes
a(t)= (iI(I - itO + ?O2 + ..
= (iIetG )
= (iI(t)>,
(9.5)
since a = (j(O))
= (j).
It is now easy to demonstrate that the invariance of the c-number symmetric bracket results from the unitary
transformation U(t) = etG, This is seen from
{a(t), a(t)}+ = {(iIU(t)I), (jUt(t)Ij)}+,
= {(iIU(t)Ik)(kI), IllUttHj)}+
= (iU(t)Ik)QIUt (t)Ij){ak, a7}
= (iIU(t)Ik)(lIUt(t)Ii)5kl = iIUtUttIj =
(9.6)
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In the case of the quantum boson or fermion operators, the invariance of the commutation relations Eq. (6.2)
follows from the unitarity of the time development operator, U(t) = e_itH obtained from Eq. (7.2) for the boson case
or U(t) = e_itG obtained from Eq. (9.5) for the fermion case, such that
d(t)= Ut(t)a.U(t)
=
(it)D),
D(H)a= [H,aj
b2(])a— [H’ [J, ]], etc.
d(O)= d.
[ä(t), ä(t)]= Ut(t)[a, djU(t) =
(9.7)
X. ANGULAR MOMENTUM
It is interesting to note that the c-number antisymmetric bracket generates the algebra of orbital angular momentum,
and that there is a c-number differential operator representation of the SU(2) Lie algebra. The components of orbital
angular momentum are (for i,j, and k = 1,2 or 3)
= —
(10.1)
with Eijk antisymmetric in its indices and 6123 = 1. For the classical coordinates a, the following relations are found:
{l,l}_= Z6jjklk,
{l2,l}= 0
ieijkqk, {li,Pj}— = ZCijkPk.
(10.2)
A differential operator representation for the SU(2) algebra is given by
J±= J1 ± jJ
a
a h—, =
1 8 8
J3= (a b—- — a—)
[J3, Jju(j, rn)= ±Ju(j, m)
[J+, L]u(j, m)= 2J3u(j, rn) = 2mu(j, rn)
a*j+maj_m
u(j,m)= )!(j—m)!
j2u(j rn)= k(k + 1)t(j, m) = j(j + 1)zz(j, rn)
1 8 8
I=(a —+a-—)
Ju(j, m)= JT1u(j,m ± 1).
(10.3)
For the functions u(j, m) the inner product is define, with j > j’, as
12
.,
/
_________
127rô4i’(jm)u(jhin’)
(u(j,m)u(j ,m 2N(j,m) Jo 32ja*8ia d
= jj’mm’
(2j)!(2j)!
(j + m)!(j - rn)!
(10.4)
with a =
XL CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been shown that both quantum theory and the quantum field theory of bosons and fermions
are a natural consequence of the principle of invariance of the symmetric bracket, a concept which is analogous to the
bracket invariance principle that appears in classical dynamics. Just as the invariance of the c-number antisymmetric
bracket under a one parameter canonical transformation leads to dynamical equations, which determine the classical
dynamical flow in coordinate phase space, the invariance of the c-number symmetric bracket under a one parameter
canonical transformation leads to a dynamical equation, Eq. (7.5), which determines the dynamical flow of quantum
states. In the former case, the dynamical equations are Hamilton’s equations; however, in the later, the dynamical
equation is a time-dependent Schrödinger type equation Eq. (3.4), which is equivalent to generalized Hamilton’s
equations Eq. (2.9) or Eq. (2.10) for the real part qj and imaginary part p of the coordinates a(t) = (iI(t)).
The truly remarkable consequences of the principle of invariance of the symmetric bracket are the derivation of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation and the quantum bracket relation [, j] = i7i. This argument makes the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation a consequence of bracket invariance, and it replaces with a logical derivation the
heuristic conjectures of Schrddinger [10], [Li], and [12] leading to the discovery of his famdhs equation. Further
more, it removes [, = ih and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation from the status of postulates of quantum
theory. Along with these results comes the association naturally of expectation values of quantum operators with
corresponding classical quantities, and the statistical interpretation of quantum theory. In addition, the c-number
time development equation Eq. (7.5) found from this principle provides a natural condition for the emergence of the
quantum field theory of bosons and fermions, when the antisymmetric bracket is associated with the boson operator
commutator and the symmetric bracket is associated with the fermion operator anticommutator. It is clear that both
the first quantized and second quantized theories of bosons have an associated c-number dynamics; namely, classical
dynamics and classical field theory. These are found from the expectation values and matrix elements of operators
using boson minimum uncertainty displacement states. However, fermion c-number dynamics is not classical dynam
ics, but it is already a first quantized theory, as seen from the derivation in Eq. (4.4). The second quantized version is
the quantum field theory of fermions. The c-number coordinates in this case satisfy the c-number dynamical equation
Eq. (7.5), and they are found as matrix elements of fermion operators using the fermion displacement states.
It is clear that the fermion dynamics resulting from the symmetric bracket invariance, allows the gauge couplings
that are known to lead to renormalizable theories for fermion dynamics, i.e. QED, and QCD. The old four-fermion
theory of beta decay, which did not require the intermediation of the W boson, clearly has an equation of motion
which involves fermion phase space variables in a nonlinear fashion, which thus cannot be of the (necessarily linear)
Schrödinger equation type that is here required by invariance of the symmetric bracket. This does not mean that
effective theories with nonlinear fermion interactions are not useful approximations. Examples of such approximate
theories are the Hubbard model [13] and the composite vector boson model [14], where nonlinear interactions may be
introduced using path integral methods with auxiliary fields.
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